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the comforting alternative

Natural Legacy is the beautiful and comforting
alternative to a traditional coffin or casket. The
lovingly woven outer layer, combined with the
natural organic interior gives a feeling evocative of
a Moses basket and an overall gentler goodbye.
Made using 100% British Wool, Natural Legacy’s more rounded
shape combined with the soft strokeable finish allows a less
“final” experience for those left behind and can be particularly
comforting to more sensitive members of a congregation.
Natural Legacy products are hand constructed on the same
premises that has produced the outer woollen cloth for over
230 years. The woollen outer layer is carefully hand fitted
around a strong recycled cardboard frame and delicately
finished with natural organic details.
All of the materials in the coffins and ash caskets are readily
biodegradable and suitable for both cremation and all types of
burial.

Blue Stitch
Each coffin interior is generously lined with
cotton, attractively edged with jute and
completed with a soft padded mattress and
a beautiful pure New Wool blanket, while
the exterior is finished with a simple blanket
stitch detail, jute handles and simple
wooden toggle fastenings.
Natural Stitch

Pink Stitch

The ash casket from Natural Legacy is soft and
multifunctional. The ashes are contained within a
secondary internal box, which can be removed for
scattering or burial, leaving the tactile outer shell to
be used as a memory box holding precious moments
and treasures.
Both the coffins and ash caskets are completed with
a delicately stitched personalised nameplate, which is
attached via two wooden toggles. Many families find
it consoling to save the name plates as a keepsake
following the funeral.
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A Natural Choice
Wool is a fibre with a true ‘green’ lineage. An annually
renewable and truly sustainable resource it is Mother Nature’s
own SMART fibre, highly functional and perfect for multiple
uses whilst being fully biodegradable without causing damage
to our precious planet.
Gentle on the eye and soft to the touch Natural Legacy coffins
and ash caskets are loved by families for the gentler goodbye
that they allow.

“The woollen coffin gave me and my family great comfort.
Many friends and relatives have since told us how lovely, nice
and different it was”
“The hearse arrived with this beautiful cosy coffin that looked
to me like a keepsake box. This gave me and my family great
comfort”
“We, and many others had such solace from stroking the
woollen coffin and I wish to thank you for helping us give a
perfect send-off”
Industry Data
Independently certified as 100% safe for cremation and burial.
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